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Abstract. Wire + Arc Additive Manufacturing (WAAM) is a technology potentially 

offering reduction of material wastage, costs and shorter lead-times. It is being consid-

ered as a technology that could replace conventional manufacturing processes of Ti-

6Al-4V, such as machining from wrought or forged materials. However, WAAM Ti-

6Al-4V is characterized by coarse β-grains, which can extend through several deposited 

layers resulting in strong texture and anisotropy. As a solution, inter-pass cold rolling 

has been proven to promote grain refinement, texture modification and improvement 

of material strength by plastically deforming the material between each deposited layer. 

Nevertheless, with the increased interest in the WAAM technology, the complexity and 

size of the deposited parts has increased, and its application can be hindered by the low 

speed and complex/costly equipment required to perform rolling at this scale. There-

fore, Machine Hammer Peening (MHP) has been studied as an alternative cold work 

process. MHP can be used robotically, offering greater flexibility and speed, and it can 

be applied easily to any large-scale geometry. Similarly to rolling, MHP is applied be-

tween each deposited layer with the new ECOROLL peening machine and, conse-

quently, it is possible to eliminate texturing and reduce the β-grains size from centime-

ters long to approximately 1 to 2 mm. This effect is studied for thin and thick walls and 

no considerable change in grain size is observed, proving the applicability of MHP to 

large components. The yield strength and ultimate tensile strength increases to 907 MPa 

and 993 MPa, respectively, while still having excellent ductility. This grain refinement 

may also improve fatigue life and induce a decrease in crack propagation rate. In this 

study, it has been shown that MHP is a suitable process for WAAM Ti-6Al-4V appli-

cations, can be applied robotically and the grain refinement induced by very small plas-

tic deformations can increase mechanical properties.            

Keywords: Wire plus Arc Additive Manufacturing, Machine Hammer Peening, 

Titanium, Grain refinement, Mechanical Properties. 

1 Introduction 

Wire + Arc Additive Manufacturing (WAAM) is a process suitable for production of 

medium to large components with medium complexity. It promises a reduction of pro-

duction time, material wastage and overall cost of equipment and manufacturing [1]. 

For these reasons, industrial sectors have been showing an increasing interest in this 

technology. Particularly the aerospace industry sees the potential of applying WAAM 
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to high strength materials, such as Ti-6Al-4V, which are difficult and costly to manu-

facture when using conventional manufacturing processes [2]. WAAM technology has 

been widely reported for the deposition of Ti-6Al-4V alloy [2-4], but its industrial ap-

plication is limited by the lower and anisotropic mechanical properties in the as-depos-

ited condition, which while being above the Additive AMS 4999 specification are lower 

than wrought alloys. This is a result of the typical macrostructure of WAAM Ti-6Al-

4V that is characterized by coarse columnar prior-β grains, which can extend several 

centimeters in the building direction (vertical direction). The preferential growth of 

prior-β grains results in a higher yield and ultimate tensile strength and lower elongation 

in the horizontal direction when compared with the vertical direction [2]. Also, the mi-

crostructure of Ti-6Al-4V WAAM is a crucial factor, affecting the fatigue life of the 

components. In the last deposited layer of a WAAM built wall, the microstructure is 

predominantly composed of fine Widmanstätten α, while the remaining wall shows 

coarser Widmanstätten α. This coarse lamellar microstructure of as deposited WAAM 

Ti-6Al-4V has been reported as beneficial for a decrease in the fatigue crack growth 

[5-6]. It is also shown that the decrease of the lamellae size increases the strength of the 

material [7].   

Martina et. al [7] shows that the application of inter-pass cold rolling induces micro-

structural changes to Ti-6Al-4V WAAM material. This process consists of applying a 

defined load on the top surface of each layer through a roller and redepositing a subse-

quent layer. This procedure is repeated until the desired geometry is obtained. The com-

bination of the applied plastic strain and heating the material above the recrystallization 

temperature induces grain refinement of the initially columnar prior-β grains into very 

small equiaxed grains. The grain size varies according to the load applied and roller 

design but ranges from approximately 139 to 6 µm for loads of 50 and 75 kN, respec-

tively. This is compared to the unrolled grain size of a few to tens of mm. In the same 

study, it was also observed that there was a decrease of α lamellae thickness with an 

increase of applied load. Both changes in the microstructure resulted in isotropic prop-

erties and increased strength. Qiu [8] also does a preliminary study of the fatigue crack 

propagation rate of inter-pass rolled samples and concludes that there is an improve-

ment of fatigue crack growth properties when compared with unrolled WAAM and 

wrought materials. Isotropic properties are also achieved.  

With the development of the WAAM technology, there is an increasing demand for 

more complex and larger components which precludes the use of a rolling process. For 

inter-pass rolling, a stiff gantry is required in order to apply loads of up to 100kN, which 

is costly and limits the design freedom of WAAM applications [9,10]. Also, the rolling 

speed reported ranges from 3 to 7 mm/s [7,11], which may increase significantly the 

production time of the WAAM components. Machine Hammer Peening (MHP) has 

been previously studied as an alternative to this technology [11-13]. It is shown that 

MHP has the capability of refining the previously columnar β grains and that it can be 

applied robotically, guaranteeing the flexibility and repeatability required to employ 

this technology to WAAM components. The MHP speed is also 18 mm/s [11], which 

is much greater than rolling, although the transformed area is not as wide as with roll-

ing. In another study [13], it is also reported that an increase in tensile properties and 
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grain refinement is achieved, but the methodology used for MHP and deposition is un-

clear.    

This paper aims to further understand the capability of MHP as an alternative or aid 

to the already established cold rolling process. The microstructure changes are studied 

for thin and thick walls and linked with an observed increase of tensile properties and 

prediction of fatigue behavior.  

2 Experimental Work 

2.1 Manufacturing and Setup of WAAM Samples 

The as-deposited and inter-pass MHP samples are built using a robotic arm, with an 

integrated plasma transferred arc torch with wire feeder and an MHP ECOpeen-C tool, 

as shown in Fig. 1. After each deposited layer, the robotic arm is rotated 90 degrees to 

obtain a vertical position for the ECOpeen-C tool. This rotation is repeated every layer 

to perform inter-pass MHP and inverted again for deposition. 

To deposit Ti-6Al-4V wire, an EWM T552 Tetrix Plasma power source is used. The 

wire is supplied by Perryman and its composition is shown in Table 1. For all samples, 

the substrates of the same alloy are cut to a dimension of 90x350x8 mm. To prevent 

oxidation of the deposited material, a local shielding device is employed with a gas 

flow rate of 70 l/min of pure-shield argon (99.99 %) [14]. Two different wall geometries 

are produced – thin and thick walls. For thin walls (<10 mm), single bead tracks are 

deposited for a length of 315 mm up to a height of 130 mm which consisted of 110 

layers. The thick walls are deposited using an oscillation strategy, which consists of 

moving the torch in a squared zig zag pattern with the oscillation width determining the 

width of the wall (~20 mm) and a step advancement in the direction of the length of the 

wall of 4 mm. 10 layers are deposited for this condition giving a wall height of approx-

imately 25 mm. A dwelling temperature of 140℃ is kept for as deposited and inter-pass 

MHP samples. This control is carried out with a touch probe sensor applied between 

each layer in the center of the wall. Further deposition parameters are in Table 2. 

 

Fig. 1. Experimental set-up (a) ready for deposition and (b) after a 90° rotation to vertically po-

sition the ECOpeen-C tool and apply MHP 
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Table 1. Wire composition [WT%] 

Ti Al V Fe O C N Others 

Balance 6.14-6.15 3.91-3.94 0.17-0.18 0.15 0.021 0.007-0.008 0.0172 

Table 2. Welding parameters for thin and thick (oscillated) walls 

 

The ECOpeen-C is an electro-driven MHP tool developed by ECOROLL AG, which 

allows a variable impact energy range from 50 to 700 mJ and has the capability of 

adapting to uneven surfaces up to 4 mm (stroke). In this initial study, an energy of 700 

mJ is used and this tool has proven to be able to adapt to the slight uneven WAAM top 

layers both in thin and thick geometries, providing a consistent MHP pattern. For this 

energy level, the tool frequency of 225 Hz is used to obtain an indentation distance of 

0.5 mm (distance between each impact of the tool into the material – Fig. 2), the travel 

speed of the robotic arm is set at 112.5 mm/s. The diameter of the tool insert has a 

radius of 10 mm. For thin walls, a single peening line is employed, as shown in Fig. 2 

a) and b) and highlighted in blue. For thick walls, a MHP squared pattern is used for a 

length of 5 mm (Fig. 2 c)). 

 

Fig. 2. Thin wall with (a) top layer MHP with a peening line (blue colored) and tool 

paths for (b) peening line of thin walls and peening square of oscillated thick walls. A 

0.5 mm indentation distance is kept for all directions.   

Deposition Parameter of: Thin walls Thick walls 

Current [A] 145 170 

Wire Feed Speed [m/min] 2.4 3 

Travel Speed [mm/s]  5 6.2 

Wire diameter [mm] 1.2  1.2 

Work Piece Distance [mm]  8  8 

Dwelling Temperature [℃] 140±10 140±10 

Plasma Gas Flow [l/min] 0.8  0.8 

Shielding Gas Flow [l/min] 8  8 
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2.2. Material Characterization and testing 

For each condition tested, a cross section is cut in the perpendicular direction to the 

MHP path (vertical cut), hot mounted in conductive resin, grinded and polished. For 

optical microscopy and Scanning Electrode Microscope (SEM) analysis, etching with 

a diluted solution of hydrofluoric acid is applied. Eight SEM images are captured using 

a backscatter detector for higher contrast imaging of α lamellae size. To measure the 

size of the prior β-grains, a contour is drawn to outline the shape and size of each grain, 

which was after measured in both the vertical and horizontal directions. Only grains 

under the MHP paths are measured in three different locations. 

To obtain a microhardness profile, a Zwick/Roell ZHV hardness machine is used 

with a load of 1 kg and a dwell time of 15 seconds. For thick walls, 10 parallel lines 

spaced 0.2 mm from each other are measured from the top peened layer until the sub-

strate. The spacing between each measurement in the same line was also 0.2 mm. For 

thin walls, the same spacing is used but only 5 parallel lines are measured, due to the 

width of impact of the single path of MHP applied. 

Tensile testing is carried out for both as deposited and inter-pass MHP conditions of 

thin walls. The orientation of testing is shown in Fig. 3 a), where five coupons in the 

vertical (build direction) and horizontal (deposition direction) directions are extracted 

following the dimensions in Fig. 3 b).  

 

Fig. 3. Tensile specimens (a) position and (b) dimensions of the coupons (all in mm) 

3 Results and Discussion  

3.1 Effect of MHP on Grain Refinement 

The β grain refinement achieved by applying inter-pass MHP is shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 4 

a) shows the contrast between the long columnar grains of the as deposited condition 

and the refined grains after applying inter-pass MHP in thin walls. This effect is ex-

plained by Donoghue et al. [15] in which it is suggested that exposing the plastically 

deformed material to temperatures above β transus activates grain refinement.  The av-

erage β-grain size is approximately 1 mm but with a large variation of size, ranging 

from 200 µm to more than 2 mm long, as is evidenced in Fig. 4 b). Interestingly, similar 

grain sizes are achieved in a study by Hönnige et al. [11], even though a much lower 

energy impact tool is used. The grain size is still larger than the one achieved by inter-
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pass cold rolling [7]. However, the ideal beta grain size for industrial applications is 

still unknown and the grain size achieved by MHP could be enough. Fig. 4 c) shows 

the grain refinement from as deposited to inter-pass MHP samples of an oscillated thick 

wall. The MHP pattern is only applied at the center of the deposited material so the 

grains in the center are refined but there are still columnar beta grains at the edges of 

the wall. Fig. 4 d) shows a magnified image of the central area for both as deposited 

and MHP conditions of oscillation strategy. An average grain size of approximately 1.4 

mm is measured for the MHP condition, with a similar variation of size for the thin 

wall. Although for oscillated deposition the material is exposed to higher temperatures 

for a longer period, no considerable changes of grain size are observed when comparing 

with thin walls. Similarly to what is reported in Hönnige et. al [12], grain refinement is 

observed where there was no strain measured. Nevertheless, in general, the beta grain 

size is in the order of the layer height. Thus, to obtain grain refinement, the magnitude 

of MHP or the deposition strategy are not controlling parameters. 

 
Fig. 4. Macrostructure of (a) thin walls as deposited and after inter-pass MHP, (b) an 

amplified grain size of the MHP sample, (c) oscillated thick walls as deposited and in-

ter-pass MHP and (d) amplified macrostructure for grain size inspection.   
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3.2 Effect of MHP on Mechanical Properties 

Microhardness  

The measurements of microhardness show a visible increase of hardness for the inter-

pass MHP samples when compared with the as deposited condition. Near the top sur-

face, the hardness magnitude is similar for the thin and thick inter-pass MHP samples, 

but it is detected a change of depth of work hardening effect by the drop of magnitude 

in the hardness profiles between the thin and thick walls of inter-pass MHP. For the 

thick inter-pass MHP sample, an impact of approximately 2 mm is detected while for 

thin inter-pass MHP it is approximately 1 mm (Fig. 5). This is possibly achieved by the 

combination of two factors. Firstly, by applying a peening pattern to the thick walls 

instead of only one peening line of the thin walls, the magnitude of cold work increased 

and, as a result, there is a visible increase of the depth of the MHP impact. Also, due to 

the increased thickness of the material of the thick walls, the deformation into the ma-

terial is more laterally constrained and is acting mainly downwards into the material 

[15]. Further testing of the plastic strain induced should be carried out with different 

methods to complement the microhardness profile presented. 

 

Fig. 5. Micro-hardness profile of MHP and as deposited thick and thin walls 

Tensile Properties  

For the as deposited samples, anisotropic properties are obtained. In the horizontal di-

rection, higher strength and lower elongation are observed, when compared to the ver-

tical direction. This is explained by the preferential vertical growth of the prior-β grains 

and agrees with the literature [2,9,16].  For both directions of the inter-pass MHP, there 

is an increase of ultimate tensile and yield strength with a corresponding decrease in 

elongation of 9 % in the vertical direction, but it is not critical as the elongation is still 

is above 10 % (Fig. 6). The preferential direction of elongation for the vertical direction 

with a decrease in strength is eliminated and isotropic properties are achieved through 

the grain refinement induced by inter-pass MHP. Similar properties have been reported 

in Byun et al. [13].  
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To compare the properties of MHP in this work with the published inter-pass cold 

rolling from Martina [16], Fig. 7 is plotted. The properties obtained with MHP are lower 

when compared to cold rolling loads of 75 kN and similar to 50 kN. Slightly lower 

elongation is obtained compared to rolling but it is still above 10 %, which is the refer-

ence value of the Wrought AMS 4928 standard.  

 

 

Fig. 6. Tensile properties of as deposited and inter-pass MHP of thin walls 

 

 

Fig. 7. Comparison of horizontal and vertical tensile properties of inter-pass MHP obtained in 

the current study and reported inter-pass cold rolling properties [16]. 
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3.3 Strength and Fatigue from α Lamellae Size and prior-beta refinement 

Similar α lamellae thickness is observed for both as deposited and inter-pass MHP thin 

wall samples, as shown in Fig. 8. This is observed not only in these SEM images but in 

all acquired images. Martina et. al [4] reported a decrease of α lamellae thickness as the 

load of cold rolling increased. It is expected that the size of the inter-pass MHP samples 

showed a lower effect but still a decrease in thickness. It is possible that this divergent 

result from [4] is due to the different procedure of applying cold work. In [4], rolling is 

only applied when the component is at room temperature, while the as deposited con-

dition is continuously deposited until the desired geometry is achieved. In the present 

study a stabilized dwelling temperature at 140 ℃ is used for both the MHP and as de-

posited samples. The different starting temperatures of subsequent deposition, for as 

deposited and cold rolled specimens, changes the cooling rate for each condition and 

can promote α lamellae size growth for the lower cooling rate of the as deposited con-

dition [17]. However, in [4] it is possible to observe also a decrease in α lamellae thick-

ness between 50 and 75 kN, which suggests that cold work still had an important role 

in the thickness of the α lamellae. It is possible that the MHP process does not apply 

deformation with enough magnitude and/or depth to promote a finer α lamellae [5], but 

further studies are required to achieve a firm conclusion. As the α lamellae microstruc-

ture is similar for both as deposited and inter-pass MHP samples, it is likely that the 

microstructure transformation that leads to the strength increase of MHP samples was 

the prior-β refinement.  

It is possible that the fatigue properties of the as deposited and inter-pass MHP sam-

ples will be similar, once there is no significant change of α lamellae size. The fatigue 

properties for as deposited Ti-6Al-4V WAAM walls when compared with wrought ma-

terial are widely reported in the literature [2,18-21]. The fracture toughness proved to 

be similar for the WAAM material compared to the wrought material but still has ani-

sotropy [18], while the fatigue crack growth rate of the WAAM material is lower than 

the wrought material due to the propagation through a tortuous path along its lamellar 

structure [19-20]. Fatigue life is also improved for WAAM Ti-6Al-4V [2].  

Lorant [21] shows the importance of avoiding large columnar beta grains for crack 

propagation. It was shown that when the crack is aligned with a columnar β grain, the 

path followed the prior-β grain boundary. Qiu [8] studied the effect of inter-layer cold 

rolling on the fatigue crack growth rate and achieved improved and isotropic properties. 

However, the cause of such improvements is not conclusively correlated with the mi-

crostructural changes of the cold rolled material, due to the small sample size tested. 
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Fig. 8. SEM images of as deposited and inter-pass MHP of thin walls 

4 Conclusions 

The main conclusions redrawn from this study are: 

1. Similar grain refinement is achieved by inter-pass MHP of thin walls and oscillated 

thick walls. This is achieved by the activation of grain refinement of the prior beta 

grains.  

2. An increase of tensile properties and isotropy was achieved by inter-pass MHP. 

These properties are close to the ones reported for inter-pass cold rolling with 50kN. 

3. Similar α lamellae thickness was obtained for as deposited and inter-pass MHP sam-

ples. 

The present study has proven that MHP can be used as an aid or replacement for cold 

rolling for WAAM components. Although the properties of as deposited WAAM can 

be already used for some industrial applications, by applying inter-pass MHP the im-

provement in flexibility and properties increases the application scope of this novel 

technology.  
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